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Dear Readers,

A

s the world is inching closer towards an eventual recovery from the coronavirus crisis, travellers have
started making future travel plans. However, safety stands at the helm of travelling at present. Now
more than ever, safety and security has become the ultimate priority for travellers around the world. In
this issue, our Cover Story explores some of the safest cities around the world that can be considered as safe
tourism destinations for future travels.
Take a look at our Meetings Point to learn about Siem Reap, the provincial capital city situated in Cambodia and
the paramount MICE opportunities it offers alongside some remarkable sightseeing venues. Another striking
tourism opportunity comes from the various architectural ruins around the world. Our Destination Diary looks
at some world-famous architectural delights that have withstood the test of time to stand as historical tourist
destinations.
Despite being a favourite pastime to many, travelling comes with its own pros and cons. Our Travel Tendency
lists some of the most common travel problems and provides certain solutions to avoid the same. In this
edition, we have also featured the Von Braun Class Station, the very first space hotel of the world. Read our
Special Feature to know more about this spectacular hotel as it waits to provide visitors the experience of a
vacation on the outer space in near future. Also read Tech It, to know how technology will shape the future of
the railway industry with new innovations and various technical advancements.
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S

iem Reap is the way to Angkor Wat. It is the
millennium-old temple ruins of the Khmer
Empire. Set along the Siem Reap River, this
small provincial capital in Cambodia boasts hundreds
of sightseeing opportunities such as well-preserved
colonial buildings, museums, traditional markets
and cultural performances. Following its rapid
growth, the lively town offers all facilities
expected by experienced world travellers. Herein
this article, we will discuss about the MICE
opportunities in this charismatic city.

Travelling Around
Siem Reap has plenty of restaurants, bars and pubs
serving authentic Khmer, Asian, European and
western fare while its vibrant nightlife scene
is ideal for bar-hopping and partying with
like-minded travellers until dawn.
As Cambodia's unofficial tourism
capital, Siem Reap offers wide
range of accommodation options
from quaint guesthouses and
boutique hotels to sprawling
five-star luxurious resorts with
ample recreational facilities.
Here's everything you need to
know about Siem Reap.
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Meetings Point

MICE Opportunities : The high-quality work
facilities in the city are paramount. All the
convention centres and the hotels have high-end
telecommunications, world-class updated
information technology, display materials and
countless minutiae.

Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra (Siem Reap)
Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra provides a full array
of world-class facilities. The sunlight illuminates
the Grand Ballroom and spacious meeting
facilities of this luxury hotel, offering direct
access to the pool. Sofitel offers 3 different
meeting rooms and a Grand Ballroom, holding up
to 450 people.

Raffles Grand Hotel d'Angkor (Siem Reap)
Raffles Grand Hotel d'Angkor can provide space for a
board meeting, product launch or small conference in
luxurious colonial surroundings. There are two rooms that
hold up to 60 persons are available.
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Le Meridien Angkor
(Siem Reap)
At Le Meridien Angkor, the
event planners can choose
meeting packages which are
tailor-made to suit your needs.
They have three boardrooms
holding up to 200 delegates
with an additional three
outdoor event option that can
host up to 700 delegates.

Angkor Palace Resort (Siem Reap)
There are three meeting rooms which are fully
equipped with modern technology amenities and
set against a scenic backdrop of the luxuriant
hotel grounds, incorporating a sense of peace
and tranquility. Be it a meeting for 10 persons, a
conference for 200 or an private party, there is
a room in here to suit your individual
requirements.

Sofitel Phnom Penh Phokeethra
The Sofitel outlet in Phnom Penh offers an
incredible six meeting rooms and three
ballrooms, with a seating capacity for up to 1100
delegates. Services provided here include support
staff, and flipchats. A large number of professional
equipment is available on request ranging from
secretarial service to wi-fi and overhead projectors.

Raffles Hotel Le Royal (Phnom Penh)
The large property of the Raffles Hotel in Phnom Penh
offers four meeting rooms, a grand ballroom, and eight
“private rooms”. The capacity is anywhere from 10 up to
450 depending on your paticular choice of room.
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Angkor Wat (Angkor Archaeological
Park)
In early times, Angkor Wat was the world's
largest city; though only the temples remain
today. The main temple complex within the site
is Angkor Wat itself with its stunning
architectural designs carved with scenes from
traditional Hindu epics. In particular make sure
to check out the Churning of the Ocean Milk
bas-relief on the east gallery.

Phare Ponleu Selpak
Phare Ponleu Selpak is a dazzling spectacle
combining acrobatics, music, dance, circus slapstick
and a variety of other performance arts. This is a
contemporary circus, similar in style to Canada's famed
Cirque du Soleil, with a story weaved through the
performance, combining drama and comedy all into one
show.

Banteay Srey Butterfly Centre
This is Southeast Asia's largest abode of butterfly and it is
home to thousands of endemic butterfly species that fly
freely around a huge, enclosed tropical garden brimming
with lush foliage and a variety of tropical flowers.
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G

renada Tourism Authority (GTA) launched a new lifestyle campaign titled 'Just-For-You' at the
Radisson Grenada Beach Resort's 'Grenada
Room', in order to showcase the varied offerings
of the three-island nation of Grenada, Carriacou and Petite
Martinique while observing safety, health and wellbeing.
The campaign aims to invite visitors to discover and explore
immersive cultural experiences in the destinations while
maintaining a peace of mind about the protection of their
health and safety.

F

ollowing the reopening of Maldivian borders to international visitors on 15th July 2020, Maldives
Marketing and PR Corporation (MMPRC) has announced that 146 of its 156 resorts in operation will
reopen to guests by the end of October 2020 following health and safety measures set out by the
Ministry of Tourism. An impressive 43 resorts have already opened in the Maldives, including Kudafushi Resort
& Spa, Lily Beach Maldives, LUX North Male Atoll, OBLU by Atmosphere, Soneva Fushi, Angsana Resort & Spa,
VARU by Atmosphere, Jumeirah Vittaveli, Velaa Private Island and both properties owned by Four Seasons.
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I

n a time when the cruise industry is planning to resume operations and seeking to rebuild passenger
confidence, the latest outbreak of COVID-19 virus on a Hurtigruten cruise ship in Tromso, Norway is likely to
cause new tension among passengers. On Friday, four crew members on expedition ship MS Roald
Amundsen were confirmed with coronavirus and
were immediately taken to the hospital. All 158 crew
members on the ship were subsequently tested with a
further 32 located cases. While the crew was
quarantined on the ship, 178 passengers were
allowed to disembark. This subsequently triggered a
complex operation to locate them in order to contain
any potential spread.
According to the Norwegian Institute of Public Health,
as of now nearly four of the combined 387 passengers
travelling on the ship on two separate cruises since July 17 have been found to be infected with the virus.
Meanwhile, the ship has been docked in Tromso, with no guests on board. MS Roald Amundsen was scheduled
to sail to Svalbard last Friday but the voyage stands cancelled, with the next cruise on the ship not planned until
September.

T

he reputation of Germany as the nation with the world's keenest travellers is still intact – that is one of
the findings of a global survey on travel in times of corona conducted by IPK International, in which ITB
Berlin also participated. According to the survey, interest among Germans in trips abroad is much
higher than in most other countries. The survey also revealed that travel types and destinations vary greatly.
Furthermore, the interviewees attached great importance to measures reducing the risk of infection. When
asked what their travel intentions were in times of corona 70 per cent of German outbound travellers said they
would continue to travel abroad – despite no vaccine being available. This puts Germany visibly above the
European average and in particular above the global average. Close to 20 per cent of the interviewees said, they
could only imagine travelling within Germany. Ten per cent said they did not want to travel at all in these times
of the coronavirus; nearly 90 per cent gave coronavirus-related health risks for their decision.
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T

here is no better feeling in the
world than travelling to a
destination that ensures safety
and security of tourists. Studies have
shown that safety is one of the major
concerns amongst tourists while
travelling to any particular destination.
As the world is inching closer to the
recovery from the coronavirus crisis,
people have already started planning for
future travels. Therefore, we list here
some cities around the world that not
only stand as major tourist destinations
but can also be considered as potential
venues that guarantee safety and
security. Read on to know about some of
the safest cities across the globe.
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U

AE's capital, Abu Dhabi has been ranked as one of the safest cities across the globe in 2020 for a third
consecutive year by the crowd-sourced global database company, Numbeo. Known for its
skyscrapers, malls, landmark buildings and luxury hotels, the city has always attracted tourists from
all over the world. Acts of public violence and street crime are rare but one should be careful of pick -pocketing.
According to various reports, locals usually feel safe even while taking the streets during wee hours. Moreover,
as a country with a fairly large foreign population, any resident from abroad is immediately deported if they try
to commit a crime. Road and infrastructural safety is also paramount in the city and risks in transportation are
also low. The city has also been outstanding in its efforts to fight the COVID-19 crisis and has established strict
hygiene and safety protocols.
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J

apan's capital city, Tokyo has often been considered as one of the world's safest cities. In 2019, the Safe
Cities Index ranked the megapolis as one of the five safest global destinations and recognised it for digital
security, personal security, infrastructural security and health security. Similar to various other areas of
Japan, the crime rate in Tokyo remains low as compared to other big cities. Tourists can safely walk around the
city even late at night though it is always advised to be careful of the surroundings. From quaint temples and
underground malls to skyscrapers and museums, the city of bright lights has a lot of attractions to offer. Safety,
among other things, has been a key reason behind the city's growth as a major tourist destination.
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O

ver the years, numerous tourists have been of the opinion that Singapore is probably the safest
country to visit not only in Asia but in the world. The World Justice Report ranked Singapore as the
safest country in the world in 2018. The city of Singapore also made it to 2019's Safe Cities Index and
held top positions in personal and infrastructural security. Not only does the city have a very low crime rate but
also strict law enforcements. Citizens also feel safe of their surroundings and locals are highly amicable to
tourists. Public transports in the city are also easily accessible and safe. Besides amazing tourist attractions, the
city is also rich in culture, morals and cleanliness.
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P

robably one of the reasons behind overtourism in Amsterdam is the city's repeated appearances in top
safety rankings across the world. Home to some of the most beautiful canals, interesting museums,
historic architectures and rich historical attractions, the city also boasts a major party scene. However,
it also stands as an example of a safe party tourism destination. The city has an overall friendly and welcoming
ambience but one should always watch out for petty crimes like thefts and tourist scams. As per various
studies, the city certainly stands as the safest destination in Europe.
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O

ften considered as the safest city in Australia alongside sister city Melbourne, Sydney is known for its
bustling beaches, world-class galleries and museums, happening nightlife and amazing weather.
Besides establishing itself as a popular destination for international tourism, authorities constantly
work towards maintaining the safety and security of visitors and citizens. The Safe Cities Index has also marked
the city as free-from-danger. A separate 'Safe City' initiative has also been introduced to address safety and
security issues of residents and tourists and have reportedly reduced petty thefts in the local area.
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A

ccording to studies, owing to its large population and metropolitan status, Toronto is one of the safest
cities in North America. Canada continues to stand as a peace-loving country with great tourism
infrastructure and responsible police services. As one of the country's popular tourist destinations,
Toronto's is reliable, friendly and welcoming. The Safe Cities Index ranked Toronto as the second safest city in
the world in population category. However, similar to any other big city, some petty crimes exist and tourists
should always be careful.
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T

ravelling to many is a favourite
pastime. However, it is rightly said that
no good things come easy. Though
quenching our wanderlust and setting out on
a journey to discover the various gifts our
Mother Earth has to offer appears to be a
dream come true, travelling comes with its
own set of troubles and difficulties.
People often tend to come across various unforeseen circumstances during
their vacations or trips. While some trips go on without any hindrance, others
come with its own set of cons. However, with a little bit of preparation and a
steady mindset we can certainly avoid the little conundrums of travelling.
Therefore, we have put together some of the most commonplace travel
troubles and provided certain hacks that can be undertaken to deal with the
crisis.

Travel Tendency
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Lost Documents
The fear of losing important travel documents like
passports, identity cards, flight tickets and driver's
licenses is one of the major concerns among
travellers. The loss of any kind of essential
documents while travelling can certainly cause a lot
of stress and panic. Losing any important paper-work
while stranded in a different place can also create
various hassles on the official front. In such stressful
situations, most people tend to be nervous and
anxious and often fail to figure out the right thing to
do.
In order to avoid such a situation, it is highly
important for travellers to keep a digitally scanned
copy of the necessary documents alongside multiple
photocopies. A backup copy of documents whether
digital or manual would certainly be helpful if an
alternative authentic proof of your identity is
required. It is also important for travellers to contact
respective authorities or officials immediately after
the occurrence of such an unfortunate incident.
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Missed Flights
Another major problem that causes immense
tension and panic among passengers is a missed
flight. Whether you get stuck in heavy traffic, face
tight connections, long security lines or simply
experience bad timing, missing a flight can land you
in a lot of trouble. Not only does it create a stressful
situation but also affect the entire travel plan and
destroy a balanced trip schedule. Moreover, it might
also impact the allotted travel budget due to the cost
of the missed flight as well as the price of a new
ticket.
Therefore, it is highly important to prepare ahead.
Leave early so that you have enough time to reach
the airport, pass through security check and head to
the gate in advance. In case of a missed flight, keep
your calm and contact the airport staff. Be respectful
and request them for an alternative. If you fail to
board a following flight, make sure to cancel
additional bookings like accommodations to avoid
further losses. If you foresee the possibility of
missing a flight, notify the airline immediately as it
can increase your chances of getting a rebooking on
the next available flight.

Forgotten Essentials
Forgetting daily essentials are one of the most
common problems travellers face. More often than
not, it is probably certain toiletries like toothbrushes.
Almost every traveller come across situations when
they reach the destination and realisethat they have
left a necessary item back home. This might lead to
confusion, irritability or may even compel you to
invest some extra cash for buying the required
essential.
Although basic essentials are easily available at
grocery stores in any given corner of the world, one
should certainly inform the hotel front desk before
heading out to a store. Many hotels often store backup toiletries like toothbrush, soaps, floss and similar
other essentials and would be happy to help their
guests with the same. However, the best way to deal
with the issue is to prepare beforehand and avoid the
problem entirely. Create an inventory before packing
for your trip and list down all the essentials you need
to carry. You can also print a copy or save it on your
phone to serve as a better reminder.
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Shortage of Cash
Probably one of the major problems you can
encounter and would certainly want to avoid is
running out of cash during your travels. However,
unfortunate circumstances tend to occur and
unexpected expenses can come up due to change of
plans, hidden charges or emergency situations.
Facing a shortage of cash in a potentially unknown
destination can be stressful and must be avoided at
all costs.
Make sure to start saving long before you embark on
your journey so that you have adequate cash during
your trip. Keep a separate untouched emergency
fund where you can carry extra cash for any
emergency situations. Be careful about tourism
scams and stay conscious about hidden charges in
hotels and transportation. Make sure to research well
about your destination's general cost of living and
arrange your travel budget accordingly.

Travel Sickness
Almost every second traveller has experienced travel
sickness at least once in their lifetime. Motion
sickness is perhaps the most common form of illness
while travelling and can happen in any mode of
transport including cars, airplanes, coaches, trains as
well as boats and cruises. In addition, travellers can
also suffer from jet lag, food poisoning and sunburns
among other things.
It is often advised to seek professional help to get
medical cure for motion sickness. If medications are
not readily available, one can find relief with suitable
distractions like resting, listening to music or getting
access to fresh air and water. Also avoid reading,
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looking at mobile screens and consuming heavy
meals before travelling to avoid motion sickness. On
the other hand, you can deal with jet lag with proper
relaxation after long hours of flying. Go on a fresh
walk, meditate, take a nap and enjoy a warm shower
to get yourself rejuvenated. While on the road, be
careful about eating habits and eat healthy to avoid
food poisoning. Also make sure to stay hydrated by
drinking lots of water. In order to avoid sunburn,
research well about the weather conditions and UV
levels of your destination and carry a sun protector.
Also, carry essential over-the-counter medicines to
be prepared in case of emergencies.

Destination Diary
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Pyramids of Giza : The Pyramids of Giza, the largest found in Egypt, were constructed about 4,500 years
ago during the Fourth Dynasty of the Old Kingdom. The scientists are still trying to figure out how these
monuments were built and the engineering behind it. Many think external ramps and cranes were used, which
seems to be the most scientific way possible.

Tomb of Qin Shi Huangdi :The Tomb of Qin Shi Huangdi is located around 30 km from modern Xian in the
Chinese continent. The tomb contains the remains of China's first emperor, a ruthless autocrat who died in 210
B.C.E. The pyramid-shaped tumulus over the burial chamber rises to a height of 165 feet and a circumference of
nearly one mile (originally it was nearly 400 feet high). The mausoleum is believed to contain a scale model of
the capital city, including the rivers of mercury and a planetarium with constellations made of pearls.
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Teotihuacán, Mexico: Teotihuacán was the capital of a great civilization, which flourished from 300 B.C.E.
to around 1000 B.C.E. The Teotihuacán was the largest pre-Columbian city in the Americas and housed as many
as a quarter million inhabitants. The major monuments of this area are the Pyramid of the Sun and the Pyramid
of the Moon.

Chichén Itzá: Chichén Itzá was strategically located in the heart of the northern Yucatan peninsula. The
Maya built this ancient metropolis about 600 C.E. and then around 987 C.E. the rulers of Teotihuacán took
control of it for a time. The city flourished until 1221 when a civil war broke out. Perhaps the most prominent
edifice of the city is El Castillo (the Castle) or the Temple of Kukulkan, a multi-tiered pyramid whose steps cast
the shadow of a moving serpent at the spring and fall equinoxes. Also found in the area are the Temple of the
Jaguars, the Temple of the Warriors, the Temple of the Wall Panels, the Caracol (observatory temple), the
Sacred Cenoté and others. There are many impressive Mayan sites like Uxmal, Caracol, El Mirador, Copán and
Palenque, to name a few. Chichén Itzá is perhaps the most magnificent of them all.
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Ziggurat of Ur : The Ziggurat of Ur is the finest example of Sumerian architecture. Built about 2000 B.C.E. by
the Sumerians near the city of Ur which is now south-eastern Iraq, the Ziggurat of Ur has been re-constructed in
recent years.

Petra, Jordan: Petra, known as the rose-red city, was built by the Nabataeans around the time of the birth of
Christ. Carved from native red sandstone, the city is a marvel of the ancient world, particularly when one
realizes that it was built in the inhospitable Jordanian desert. In fact, without the construction of numerous
cisterns, the city would have been impossible to maintain. Perhaps the most arresting portion of the site is the
Treasury of Pharaoh at the main entrance to Petra.
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Megan Knoetze appointed Group Director, People and Culture, at
Crystalbrook Collection
Megan Knoetze has been appointed Group Director, People and Culture at Crystalbrook
Collection, one of Australia's leading sustainable hospitality companies. Megan comes with
more than two decades of experience of leading the cultural and operational transformation for a number of
dynamic hospitality organizations. She was previously associated with Pan Pacific Hotels Group, where she
served as the Area Director HR, Oceania for over six years. Prior to her latest appointment she was also
employed by Mulpha's Hotel Operations division and worked across the portfolio managed by IHG; InterContinental Sydney, Sanctuary Cove and Hayman Island. Over the years, she has held notable roles at Trippas
White Group, Sodexho and Select Service Partner UK or Ireland.

Dawn Hunter appointed Director of Aviation Commercial Management at SEA
Dawn Hunter has been appointed to serve as the Director of Aviation Commercial
Management at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA) starting August 3, 2020.
Hunter was first associated with the Port of Seattle when she was appointed as the Senior
Manager of Airport Dining and Retail at SEA in 2017. As a transformational leader, she
established strong partnerships both within and outside the Port. She led the final phases of
the
dining and retail redevelopment at the airport to increase options for travellers and expand
access for small and local businesses including the addition of more than 50 restaurants and shops at SEA
between 2019 and 2021. It was around last year that Hunter and her team opened over 20 restaurants and
stores such as Lucky Louie Fish Shack, Poke to the Max, Skillet and Elliot Bay Book Company. She also made
room for more women and minority-owned businesses (WMBE) to operate at the airport than at any time in
71-year history.
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Adam Burke appointed President and Chief Executive of LA Tourism Board
Adam Burke has been named as the new President and Chief Executive of the Los Angeles
Tourism and Convention Board. The appointment comes four months after Burke became
interim president of the organisation. He would be succeeding Ernest Wooden Jr., who
announced his retirement as CEO at L.A. Tourism in April. Prior to his latest appointment Burke
served as the Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer at L.A. Tourism. He comes with over 25 years of
experience in the tourism and marketing industry and is a deserving candidate of the position. Before serving
L.A. Tourism, Burke held executive positions at the Maui Academy of Performing Arts and Hilton Worldwide. In
those roles, he oversaw branding, digital strategy and strategic partnerships within the travel, financial services
and retail sectors.

Bill Hornbuckle elected CEO and President of MGM Resorts International
William (Bill) J. Hornbuckle has been elected as the CEO and President of MGM Resorts
International. The announcement was recently made by the board of directors of MGM
Resorts International. Hornbuckle has been serving as the acting CEO and President of the
company since March 2020 succeeding Jim Murren. Hornbuckle was also the resident and
Chief Operating Officer of MGM Resorts International when the company developed its
$960 million MGM Springfield Resort casino in city's South End. During the critical crisis of the
COVID-19 pandemic, he warned of thousands of potential layoffs across the company and took a huge sum of
pay cut. He has even agreed to receive his new salary in stock instead of cash. Mr. Hornbuckle also served as
President and Chief Operating Officer of Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino and had previously served as President
and Chief Operating Officer of MGM Resorts International-Europe, where he worked on the development of
the Company's gaming operations in the United Kingdom. He also served as President and Chief Operating
Officer of MGM Grand Las Vegas from 1998 to 2001.
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Special Feature

S

et to be launched approximately
around 2025, the Von Braun Class
Station will be the world's first
commercial space hotel. Designed by
California-based private aerospace
company, The Gateway Foundation, the
hotel will look like a cruise ship where
guests can experience a vacation orbiting
the Earth. The team aims to make the
space hotel operational by 2027 with the
goal of accommodating 100 guests each
week.

The History
The rotating space station has been named after
German rocket scientist and space architect Werner
von Braun as the construction is based on designs
made by him nearly six decades earlier. It was around
the 1950s that Braun first published the concept of
the project and his designs were published in a series
of articles titled “Man Will Conquer Space Soon”.

The Concept
The general concept of the construction consists of a
rotating wheel station in the orbit of the Earth that
will be able to stimulate gravity. The space hotel is
being designed to include fully-functional kitchens,
bars, restaurants, gyms and even a sports arena. The
interiors would be made of natural materials and
colours. Presence of artificial gravity will make
visiting or long-term accommodation much more
comfortable.
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Materials like fabrics, warm lighting and paints would
be used to make visitors feel at home. According to
reports, lightweight, natural and easily cleanable
materials that are feasible to take in space would be
used for the construction in place of stone and wood.
The hotel will also have normal washrooms with
showers having recycled water. Drinking water will
be taken directly from the Earth. The restaurant will
also serve food and use dishes similar to that of
luxury cruise services. Designers are currently
working to create a solution to deal with the exhaust
of smoke and odours from cooking as it cannot be
released into outer space.
The Gateway Foundation team aims to make the
space hotel accessible to everyone eventually so that
space tourism becomes a major breakthrough and
people visit the space in their vacation just like they
take a cruise holiday or a trip to Disneyland.

The Design and Making
The station will comprise of a rotating wheel with a
diameter of 190 m that will create a gravitational
force similar to how it is on the moon. Varying levels
of artificial gravity will be produced by increasing or
decreasing the level of rotation. The structure will be
made of two concentric rings that would be held
together with a set of spokes and act as the backbone
of the main Habitation Ring or space hotel.
The Outer Ring Truss is triangular in shape and leads
to the Docking Hub supported by a network of
spokes. An Access Tube is placed inside the ring that
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will allow people to move along the station freely.
The truss will provide mounting for solar panels,
radiators, accommodation spaces and even a rail
transport system.
Meanwhile, the Inner Ring or Docking Hub has been
designed with a lock and capture pattern to lock a
visiting spacecraft that can unload passengers and
cargo. Designers have planned to start with one
docking port but add a second one in future to
facilitate docking of two crafts to the station at the
same time.

The Habitation Ring will be placed below the Outer
Ring Truss and appear as a series of large, connected
and pressurised modules. There will be separate
modules for Air Water Power (AWP), Gymnasium and
Assembly (GA) as well as Kitchen, Restaurant and Bar
(KRB Modules). The accommodation modules will be
segregated to Crew Quarters Module, PrivatelyOwned Modules for villas, hotels or commercial
activity and Government-Owned Modules for
scientific research and training.
The space hotel is being designed in a way so that it
answers the problems that were previously faced by
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a similar predecessor of the International Space
Station. Due to the presence of artificial gravity,
visitors will not face the issues that astronauts from
the International Space Station came across during
their journey in the outer space. It has been decided
that upon completion, some modules will be sold as
private residences and others will be rented out to
governments for scientific purposes. The population
of the station is expected to be around 400.

Tech iT

E

ver since the advent of the digital era, technological advancements are being made at every front of the
transportation sector. Similar to airways and waterways, railways have also been at the helm of
embracing various technical innovations. Over the years, railways have undertaken various advanced
technological assistance in order to facilitate faster, efficient, environment-friendly and safer services.
However, railway technology is still undergoing various stages of development and welcoming more advanced
projects that can change the future of railway services. Read on to know about some key railway technologies
and the impact it can have on the future of railway.
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C

onsidered to be the fastest existing railway system at present, Maglev trains use two sets of magnets to
make trains float up off the track without the need of wheels. With growing time consciousness among
travellers, high-speed rail would be one of the major choices in the future. The Shanghai Maglev Train
that connects Pudong International Airport to Longyang Metro Station outside the city is the fastest rail in the
world and takes just 7 minutes to complete 19 miles of journey at a speed of 268 MPH. Currently operational
only in China, Japan and South Korea, Maglev trains have the potential to develop further across various
countries around the globe in future.
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E

merging as a strong competitor for Maglev trains, Elon Musk's Hyperloop Concept though not
specifically a railway system can completely change the face of ground transportation especially the
railway industry in the future. Currently in a developmental stage, hyperloop transportation system is
likely to be capable of covering 700 miles in an hour in floating pods that travel through tubes or tunnels.
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AUTOMATION : It has been a while since the first automated driverless railway network was established in
Kobe, Japan. Since then various cities around the world have undertaken autonomous train services. The
system is considered to be a game changer in the future of railways. Continuous efforts are being made to
introduce automated trains in more countries and establish longer routes. These trains can also play a key role
in railroad safety and efficiency in the future.

BIG DATA & SMART SENSORS : Big Data is considered to be highly important in solving various challenges
of the railway industry. Driven by the Internet of Things (IoT) and the interconnectivity between devices,
machines and networks, railways can store, capture and transfer real-time data with the sole help of digital
technologies. The usage of smart sensors can facilitate sensing and utilisation of big amount of data from
railways, tracks, trains and passengers. These sensors can help maintain safety and security like never before.
The smart monitors can analyse the collected data and allow the rail operators to identify problems and threats
as well as allow automated and preventive measures. Siemens' Broken Rail Detection system can identify
minute breaks in tracks using GPS and can locate breakage within 100 mm.

BIOMETRICS & MICROCHIP
TICKETING
Another technology that is currently
witnessing a boom in the railway industry
is the introduction of biometrics. Facial
recognition technology is already in use at
railway stations in China with more
countries working towards establishing
the system. Many researchers believe
that paper ticketing systems might be
replaced by contactless entry where
passengers can simply walk through a
face sensor ticketing area, scan their face
and biometrics and board their coach. Meanwhile, contactless payments are already active around the world
and microchip ticketing might also be introduced. Besides providing seamless passenger flow, facial recognition
system also helps in maintaining security at stations like the automated face capturing CCTV systems in
Suedkreuz station in Germany.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE : Taking digitisation a step forward, railways are also considering the inclusion
of Artificial Intelligence as a part of their operations. While an automated AI scheduling system and prediction
engine to cut down delays are already established in countries like Hong Kong and Japan, various companies
have started working towards the introduction of future AI technologies like rail bots and rail drones. Upon
establishment, AI technologies have the potential to completely change the face of railway operations in the
future.

SPACE OPTIMISATION : Optimisation of train cabins paces can also change the way people experience rail
travel in the future. PriestmanGoode Company already suggested a Mercury high-speed train concept for
British Rail that showcases a design of modern train cabins for the future where cabins have the same
appearance as luxury living rooms or workstations. The company has also suggested a more optimised seating
arrangement for crowded trains and recently advised a brand new concept for London trains to maintain social
distancing while commuting by expanding bike-storage on board.
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I

t is a national public holiday honouring the American labor movement which took place on the first Monday
of September and often makes for a long weekend that unofficially marks the end of summer.
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T

his is Australia's largest international art fair, which showcases a range of both local and international
art galleries, attracting art enthusiasts from all over the world to Sydney.
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T

his harvest festival is always celebrated in the middle of September, a custom that dates back to the
Zhou Dynasty (1046 – 256 BC). Also known as the Moon Festival, the residents of China fest on Moon
Cake, a beloved delicacy synonymous with the festival.
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I

t is a four-day street party in honuor of the feast day of Our Lady of Mercy which includes parades, wines,
races, entertainment, fireworks and more.
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T

he 2020 TravelDaily Conference, hosted by
TravelDaily and themed “Rebuild With
Synergy”, will take place on November 2527 in Shanghai, China. The events will comprise the
flagship TravelDaily Conference, the Hotel
Marketing Conference, the Destinations Go-Digital
Conference, the Digital Travel Awards and the
China Digital Travel Show.

economic
downturn.
The industry,
forced to
face accelerated reshuffles, must rethink: Who are
the core users? What are their core demands? It's
time to reset in 2020, to change our perception,
thinking and value.

Aiming to inspire the travel industry to rethink the
long-term development opportunities postpandemic, the events will be participated by more
than 1,800 mid-range and senior executives of
Chinese and international airlines, hotel groups,
OTAs, tourist attractions, tourism boards, tour
operators, ticketing agencies, cruises, car-rental
firms and investment institutions.

Rebuild with Synergy
This trade event includes the “Rebuild with
Synergy”. The glorious growth for China's travel
industry for nearly two decades has left a
multitude of underlying problems unaddressed.
The user traffic growth that fuelled the rapid
development of the industry has stalled, and the
travel space has entered a critical stage of
transformation. Various segments are slowing
down and many companies are clamoring to find
new growth engines. The deadly COVID-19
coronavirus has intensified the pressure of
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Now you can join the 2020 TravelDaily Conference,
rescheduled to November 25-27 in Shanghai, to
explore topics most relevant to travel companies:
What long-term opportunities are there for the
industry after regrouping? How to modify product
structure, operation and marketing strategies to
cater to segmented markets and personalized
demands? How to improve user experience with
fine-tuned operation? How to plan and execute
corporate digitalization to become more resilient?
How to establish a win-win value proposition as
travelers' demands are increasingly diversified and
the industry chain is working closer together?

